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The most complete guide to BS/MD programs available. Updated for 2016. Written by college

counselors who have helped hundreds of students like you become the strongest candidate for

BS/MD programs. Includes: â€¢ How to find the best program for your needs â€¢ The types of essay

questions asked by BS/MD programs â€¢ Questions asked during medical school interviews â€¢

How to be the strongest possible candidate. This is the most current and complete guide to BS/MD

programs available anywhere. For every program it includes: â€¢ Contact information â€¢ Application

deadlines â€¢ Program details â€¢ Application requirements â€¢ Acceptance rates â€¢ Whether it

admits international students. If you want to get into a BS/MD program, read this book.
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The Complete Guide to BS/MD Programs by Todd Johnson: a reviewAn ever growing number of

high school students who want to become doctors are taking a long, hard look at applying to

medical school directly out of high school. They have good reason. The traditional medical school

process is highly competitive and it takes at least 8 years, between undergraduate and medical

school, to finish. Gaining admission to a BS/MD program might allow them to avoid taking the

MCAT altogether, while finishing medical school in as few as six years.Todd Johnson's The

Complete Guide to BS/MD programs, clearly explains the admissions process in seven chapters

and an appendix which comprehensively lists all the BS/MD programs. The listings include the

length of the program, a brief description of the program, minimum requirements for candidates,



and, most importantly, the number of applicants, how many were interviewed, and how many were

finally admitted.The chapters I found particularly informative explained what you need in order to be

competitive in most BS/MD programs, finding the right program, and the medical school interview.

By the way, if you want to view portions of the book, along with the table of contents, just go to

.com.There are advantages and disadvantages to BS/MD programs. One advantage is, once you've

been accepted into medical school, it allows you to concentrate on the learning process, rather than

on groveling for grades, as most pre-meds must. As mentioned, it also might allow you to not take

the MCATs and to finish the whole process much more quickly. There are also, of course,

disadvantages. Assuming youÂ¡Ã‚Â¯re so capable as to gain admission to one of these programs

(and they are as keenly competitive as medical school is), in all likelihood, youÂ¡Ã‚Â¯ll be equally

able to get into medical school via the more traditional path, after attending a highly selective

undergraduate school and then applying to an equally challenging medical school. Going to the

more elite undergraduate schools might better position you to enter a more prestigious medical

school, which could possibly land you in a more select residency program. Another disadvantage is

that many BS/MD programs commit you to their program and prohibit you from applying to other

programs (that information is in the book as well). Additionally, if you get accepted to a BS/MD

program and decide that medicine is not for you, it might prove difficult transferring back into a four

year baccalaureate program, depending on how compressed the college portion of the BS/MD

program is.Many of the competitive candidates have research experience, extensive volunteer

activities, have shadowed physiciansÂ¡ so that they truly know what is involved with being a doctor-,

and have a range of extracurricular activities that indicate commitment, passion, and leadership.

Even with all this, they will still need to convince the admissions office at the medical school that

they have what it takes to be a good doctor: a compassionate nature, the toughness to take on the

pressures of medical school, and the ability to perform calmly under life and death situations. These

qualities need to be addressed by the personal essays, recommendations, and the interview. The

interview is a crucial factor in the BS/MD admissions decision. The Complete Guide to BS/MD

programs covers what happens during the interview and the questions you should be prepared to

answer.Most importantly, the book contains a lot of questions you need to get answered about

BS/MD programs: how does the program address clinical training; what is the pass rate for the US

Medical Licensing Exam (USMLE)-parts 1 & 2; how good is the medical school in getting students

into their top three residency choices; and what is the completion rate for the program?The BS/MD

approach is not easy. Most of the programs admit around 2-3% of applicants. Further, the

competition is fierce: applicants to Brown's PLME, or Northwestern's HPME programs are usually in



the top 1-2% of their classes and have average SAT scores above 2250. Yet, this might be a path

most appealing to students seeking MDs. Certainly The Complete Guide to BS/MD Programs will

make navigating this journey a lot clearer.

BS/MD Programs--The Complete Guide: Getting into Medical School from High School is a

must-read for any students thinking about a career as a physician. This book is focused on Early

Acceptance Medical Programs (EAMPs) which allow students to combine their undergraduate

programs with medical school. By combining these programs students can shave off two years,

reducing a normal eight-year program to six years. The author, Todd A. Johnson of College

Admission Partners, gives plenty of advice about what students can do as early as the eighth grade

to groom themselves as candidates for EAMPs, but it is the specifics in the book that make this a

must-read for any student applying to medical school.There is information about medical school

essays, about the day-long medical school interview, and about available medical programs, state

by state. There is even information about how to finance the costs of a medical degree. But again,

it's all in the specifics. Mr. Johnson provides actual medical school essay prompts from Brown

University's Program in Liberal Medical Education to the combined program at Sienna College with

Albany Medical School. You are also able to look at actual questions posed in medical school

interviews. You can read about specific requirements, program information, and application

deadlines for medical schools in the appendix; and you can learn about evaluating the best medical

programs by looking at clinical experience, asking about residency matches, and finding out about

the pass rate for the Unites States Medical Licensing Exam (USMLE)--who would have thought to

ask!Finally, someone has come forward to help students navigate through the rather involved

process of getting into medical school with practical considerations for how to prepare in high

school; a guide to programs, especially programs that combine a college degree with a medical

school degree; and solid tips about going through the process of applying.Jan Rideout is the auhtor

of The Basics for Writing College Essay Applications and co-founder of Collegebasics.com

Great book if you have a HS student that is looking to apply to a BS/MD program. My son used the

is book to explore the different programs out there as it is hard to find which schools offer BS/MD. It

was useful to have all the requirements in one place. I'd say the guide did help as he did get into a

couple of very good programs. It is a route worth exploring but your child really needs to know if this

is the right career path and that is hard to know as a 17 year old. My son decided to go the

traditional route and turn down these schools but it was a great experience to do the med school



interviews and have a peek of what he will have to go through if he decided med school is for him.
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